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There is a,close
the midst of so many revolutions, it is ex- i
i Be quick, then, I’m in a hurry.’
noran.ee and vice ; and in such a country as pected that some valleys should have been loads
of manure, and in the next year 10,- the sea as a cabin-boy whem fifteen years old
j
6 What did you give your sick horse
our own, the connexion is fatal to freedom.— (exalted and some elevations made low. I have 250
more ! Suppose the rent of this farm found himself in this city, and, obtaining
1
Knowledge opens sources of pleasure which ,viewed the city from many stations ; I have to be twelve dollars .an acre, the expense of employment more to his fancy than roving ’tother day ?’
s A pint of turpentine.’
the ignorant man can never know—the pur- walked
,
around it and within it ; have stood manure and its application twelve dollars the waves, he abandoned salt water and ap
John hurries home and administers the
suit of it fills up every idle hour, opens to the (on the mount of Olives, with Josephus’s de more, and-the interest on outlay, taxes plied himself to another pursuit. Even at
same dose to a favorite charger, who strange
mind a constant source of occupation, wakes scription
,
ofit hi my hands, sometimes read and additional labor of cultivation, &c. this time bis brother was residing in the
up the slumbering powers, gives the secret ing, sometimes looking to see if 1 could dis twelve dollars an acre ; leaving a clear gain neighborhood, and they became acquainted to say drops off defunct in half an hour.—contest victory and the secret unveils to our cover any of those distinctive marks of the of about ten thousand dollars to the tenant. and have conversed with each other daily His opinion, of his friends Tom’s veterinary
astonishment ideal worlds ; secures us from different parts of the city, as laid by him
A hay farm, near London, of 160 acres, almost from then till now’.-—Both were in ability is somewhat staggered. He meets
temptation and sensuality ; and exalts us in near 1800 years ago ; after all my research was rented for twelve dollars an acre, or dustrious and have gradually improved their him the next day.
‘ Well, Tom,’
the scale of rational beings. When I pass by I compare it to a beautiful person, whom I $1920
"
a year;j the tenant commenced with (condition in life, until now they are surroun
i Well, John, what is it .?’
by
the
comfortable
rewards
of
thrill.
the shop and hear the idle dispute and have not seen for many years, and who has great outlay of manure—an outlay which ded
!
s I gave my.horse a pint of turpentine,
obscene song ; when I see die cart rolled a- passed through a great variety of changes would here be considered at least equal to Each remembered the accident, which oc
long filled with intoxicated youths, singing and misfortunes, which have caused the the value of the land before it was manured, curred during childhood, and knew that he and it killed him as dead as Julius Caesar?
‘ So it did mine.’
and shouting as they go — when I. discover rose on her cheeks to fade, her flesh to a large outlay for farming implements, and bad then a brother, but this was all.
The other evening one of the brothers col
the boat gliding down the river, where you consume away, and her skin to become dry for accommodations and wages for laborers ;
Preaching.— A parishioner complained
can hear the influence of rum by the noise and withered. Still there are some good and yet he has constantly been accumulating lected a circle of friends to witness the
which it makes—I cannot but ask, Were features remaining, by which I recognise riches upon this farm, after paying all ex christening of his first grandchild, and his to his parson, that his pew was too far from
old familiar neighbor round the corner was the pulpit, and said be must purchase one
the?e people taught to read ? Was there her as one who used to be the delight of the penses!
_________
among the guests.
Accident brought the nearer.—( Why,’ asked the parson, £ can’t
no;social library to which they could have circle in which she moved. Such is the
Thin Shoes.—We ask the attention of mutilated finger into notice, and the histcu’y you hear distinctly ?’ { O yes, I can hear
access ? Did they ever know the calm sat present appearance of this holy city, which
isfaction of taking an improving volume by was once the “ beauty of Israel,” and the our lady readers to the following paragraph ofit was of course told, when the delight well enough.’ ‘Cant you see plainly?’
and surprise of the whole party may be im ‘ Yes, I can see perfectly well.’ ‘ Well,
a peaceful fire-side?. Or did they ever joy of the whole earth, when compared with from the Philadelphia North American :
A summer bird that has lingered late into agined at the old neighbor abruptly giving then, what can be the trouble?’ ‘Why
taste the luxury of improving the mind ? the description given ofit as it existed be
the autumn, leaving its timid foot print io the history of the scar on bis cheek and there are so many m front of me who catch
You hardly ever knew the young man who fore its destruction by the Roman army.
loved his home and his book that was vi
“ Zion on the south, east afid west, is dis- the first fall of snow, ever reminds us of claiming his long lost brother. Each had what you say first, that by the time your
cious. Knowledge is often the poor man’s' tinctively marked by Him who laid the that delicate fair one, in light thin slippers, retained the original family name, but it had words reach my ears, thay are as flat as
wealth. It is a treasure no; thief can steal,1 foundations of the earth, and cannot be mis on a cold ice pavement.—The bird, howev been so altered in spelling that neither ever dish-water.’
no moth nor rust can corrupt.
But if you taken, being encompassed, except on the er, can escape to a warmer climate, and in detected the similarity. There was quite a
Van Amburgh, the lion king, is in Edin
give' him knowledge, you turn his cottage to' north, by vallies several hundred feet in the spring it can re-appear, but the lady is dramatic denouement, when the old friends
a palace, and you give a treasure which is al depth. That on the south is called Tophet on that journey from which there is no re mutually, explained, became convinced, of burg.—Il is said that some Scotch balie,
ways improving and can never be lost. “ Thei or Gehenna ; that on the east the valley oi turn. The music of the bird may again the relationship, and rushed into each others whose wife has a temper more uncontrolable
than that of Helen McGregor, sent for Van
.poor man,” says Robert Hadi, “ who has Jehosaphat, or the King’s Dale, or the val gladden its native tree, but her voice will arms as brothers.
Amburgh. to tame the i shrew? but he would
gained a taste for good books, will in all like ley of the brook of Cedron ; and that on' not again cheer the hearth of her home.
The ffew administration will enter upon not undertake the task.—A lion and a tiger,
lihood become thoughtful : & when you have the west the pool of Bersheba by some, and The badges of sorrow and the slowly regiven the poor a habit of thinking, you have by others the pool of Bathsheba, because it tmning.hearse will soon tell what that slip its duties under all the embarrassments he says, may be tapied, but a woman with
wicked temper—never I
conferred on them a mtach greater favor than is said that the house and garden of Uriah per has done. It has taken from us in the which have been collected during 12 years
bv the gift of a large sum of money, since you were in this valley, and that here David saw bloom of life, one that we loved, but who of misrule and extravagance and corruption.
..... i........
.... .to the voice
'’. of
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‘
have put into their possession jhe principle his wife from the top ofhis house op Mount would
tional tdebt which, when it has been consol-' a school master.
Her bright days are now ^adsed ; the tight hional
of all legitimate prosperity.
Zion.
'
“ Three,sir,” promptly repled little blue
Nor is it to the poor alone, that this re
“ Mount Moriah, on which the temple of her countenance has fled, and the night idated will not probably be found less than
mark applies. The rich need occupation. stood, and on which now stands the mosque of the grave curtains the deep couch of her $25,000,000, has been contracted. The eyes.
“ What are they called r”
Their hearts are often like seas, which, stag of Omar, is also distinctly marked, as it has repose. But a voice speaks tenderly from Post Office Department is in confusion and
grave to those whom she has left be disorder ; the mails irregular, the whole
£( Masculine, feminine and neuter.”
nant under a breathless atmosphere, putrefy on the east the deep valley of the brook of that
1
(i Pray give me an example of each,”
for the want of a wave. Employment Cedron. This valley on the west of it, hind : it whispers the admonition which she system, imperfect, and the department sup
Shall that whisper not be posed to be deeply in debt. The Seminole said the master.
roused bv some noble object, is the secret which separates it from Bezetha, is nearly , disregarded.
war, which has cost many millions of mon
sf Why, you are masculine, because you
of happiness ; and -»I all employments, men filled up, yet sufficiently marked to show i heard ? It is a sister’s voice that pleads.
ey,
and
stained
the
national
arms
with
are
a mao, and I am feminine, because I’m
tal labor lasts the.longest. The body soon where it' was.
The division between
Thin Shoes.—Our attention has fre- treachery,
5
is at this moment as far from any a girl.”
tires ; but th* ¿Wd, divine in its origin and Zion and Acre, I am unable to find, unless
,
as it was three years ago. 1 he
Very well — proceed.”
...Lmmufial in its ^estiny, pursues its la it be a small valley or gentle depression of quendy of late been attracted by the cautions settlement
{i I don’t know,” said the little girl, e< but
bors with transient pausing ; and rises from land, winch lies a few rods within the walls contained in the Eastern papers, against a North Eastern Boundary question is entan
,
in the net of diplomacy with no effi 1 reckon Mr. Jenkins' is neuter, as he’s an
every check with fresai vigor to lesume its of the present city, and which without the practice very prevalent among ladies, of ex- gled
posing their feet to the wet and cold, by the |cient steps taken towards its settlement.
Old Bachelor I”
city appears to be much deeper, and goes
eternal flight.
\
These difficulties meet the new adminis
What a beautiful pictu»V,does Cicero give down to the fountain of Siloah, leaving at use of thin shoes. Consumption and debili
A fashionable lady of color, in New Bed
of the secret happiness his studies opened to the left of it, towards the temple, a high tating diseases bring to an early grave, im tration at the very threshold, and they will
him. “ You will not blame nM, respected place, which may very well be taken for mense numbers of accomplished and elegant require all the firmness and wisdom which ford, who gave a party the other evening,
judges, at least you will pardon me, if, Ophel. Between what I supposed to be women ; and which, in numberless instances ‘have distinguished the career of Gen. Har received, it is said, the following reply from
while some are hurried in business; some Aera, and what is called Calvary, there is may be traced to colds which have their or- I rison in limes of trial.—Providence Jour. one of the gentlemen to a note of invitation :
Mr.
regrets that circumstances
keeping holidays, some pursuing pleasure ; a deep valley, extending from near the tow- igin in wearing thin shoes and light clothing
Perhaps it is not recollected by many repugnant to the acquiesce, reluctantly con
and some giving their hours to sleepy, while ex of David, on the west side of the city, during the winter months.
The young and gay may frequently be ben- now living, that Elbridge Gerry of Mas strains him to decline.”
one tosses the javelin and another thè dice down to the Mount Moriah on the east.
efitted by following the counsel and advice of sachusetts, (as well as Fisher Ames and
box, I should steal a little time for thè. rec“ With regard to Calvary, 1 am not cer
ollection of my studies and the improvement tain, but I am rather inclined to believe that those whose observations and experience others,) was in favor of the Bank of the UMexico.—The southern coast of Mexico
of my mind.”' Yes, he loved these things it is the spot marked by the chinch of the have led them to notice, with deep concern, nited States, in 179b when it was first in has been visited by a tremendous hurricane,
better than recreation ; to him they *We Holy Sepulchre, and that it was an elevation the fatal effects and consequences that are corporated. Great objections were made destroying an immense amount of property.
more profitable than business and sweater on the end of a ridge, which runs out at the produced by a want of proper attention to to the measure, but Mr. Gerry advocated it Upwards of 200 houses were blown down at
with ability and zeal. Yet he was opposed Acapulco, and at Coynea 350 were destroyed.
N. W. corner of the city, and extends as far warmth and comfort in dress.
than sleep;
These remarks are intended, and they to the Constitution, at first, as giving too The damage to the corn, sugar cane, and
t as the eye can reach.
His opinion fruit trees, for a long distance on the coast,
The Fountain of Power.—All lawful
“ With regard to Bezetha, there can be are more particularly applicable to those much power in Congress.
was immense, and the inhabitants were in
who
spend
the
greater
portion
of
their
time
was,
that
Congress
had
a
right
to establish great
authority, legislative and executive, origina no doubt. It is much higher than the site
consternation, fearing a scarcity of pro
tes from'the people. Power in the people of.the temple, and may be considered as ex in warm rooms ? by them the change of a Bank) and that it would be useful to the visions.
temperature
is
much
mure
sensibly
felt
than
country.
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Boston
Jour.
Advices from Metamoras to the ^4th ult.
is like the
the sun—native, original, tending without the city, some distance
make no mention of the raising of troops fül
inherent, and unlimited by anything human. towards the north, as far as what is called it is by those whose occupations and habits
Important to Horsemen.—A Secret the invasion of Texas.
In governors it may be compared to the re the Nuptial Valley and the tombs of the compel them to be more frequently in the oworth knowing.—The day before yester
pen air.
flected light of the moon ; for it is only bor Kings.
How frequently do we see a tender moth day we happened to be passing in front of
The Danville (Va.) Reporter, of the lst,
rowed. delegated, and limited by the inten
“ Round about Jerusalem are mountains,
tion of the people, whose it is, and to whom which rise still higher than those on which er and an affectionate father called to mourn the United States Hotel, when we observed contains an account of one of the most awgovernors are to consider themselves as re the city is built, and which limit the view over the death of a beautiful and accomplish a large crowd attracted by an omnibus la ful series of murders ever perpetrated by a
sponsible, while the people are answerable to a small distance except on the S. E. ed daughter, who, when in the bloom of life, den with passengers, which the horses refus human being. It appeared in evidence be
only to God ; themselves being the losers, There is. also on the North a kind of vista, just passing from merry, happy childhood ed to draw. The driver had tried every fore the Coroner’s Jury, that on the 22d
if they pursue a false scheme of politics.
through which may be seen Rama and the and merging into the fu ll. perfection of wo- expedient to urge on the animals—such as December, a wretch by the name of James
mountains of Ephraim. On the east is thee I manhood, ahis ! has fallen an unthinking the ordinary modes of whipping, coaxing; E. Lanier, accompanied by three negroes,
“ One Home, One Wipe, One God.”— Mount of Olives, from which you look[, victim to a pernicious fashion, in exchanging &c. but all in vain, when our townsman, proceeded to the house of one Betsey Free
The conclusion of Mr. Adams’ Lecture on down upon the whole city. At the fool of her ordinary comfortable and seasonable John C. Montgomery, Esq ., suggested the man, and deliberately murdered Mrs. F., her
the Philo^dphy'of Man’s Life, is that the it, over against the north part of Mount clothing for the gay and flimsy dress of the plan of tying a string tightly round the daughter, Eliza Freeman, and two small
horse’s ear close to the head—the driver boys, the children'of the said Eliza. He
’ complete happiness of man depends, upon Moriah, is the garden of Gethsemane, which fashionable ball-room I — Arkansas Gaz,
apprehending that Mr. M. was disposed to beheaded one.or two of them, beat out the
bis having“ one fixed habitation—one wed cannot be very far from the place pointed
Women often lose those they love, and quiz him, refused to make the trial, but up brains of the other with an axe, piled their
ded partner for life—one omnipotent God out as such at the present day.”
who love them, by mere wantonness or co on Mr. M.’s tying the twine around the bodies together, covered them with straw,
to worship.”—N.. 1. Atlas.
quetry—they reject, and they repent 5 they horse’s ear—having requested the driver to and then set fire to them.
The murderer
In Bushnan’s Philosophy of Intellect and
Resolve? that no earthly consideration Reason, we find the following :—£ A wasp should be careful not to take this step hasti resume his seat and to give his horses a was prompted to the deed because the boys
shall tempt you to forsake the friend who bad caught a fly almost as big as herself, ly, for a high minded, gifted man will sel loose rein, without applying the whip—it were his children,) and he wanted to get rid
operated like a charm, and the animals start of the liability of supporting them. It ap
tells you of your faults. Love him—obey with which she attempted iu vain to rise in dom ask a woman twice.
ed off without further difficulty, to the infin peared in evidence, that one of the boys,
, him—and your reward will be that state of the air. Concluding that the weight of her
A Victim.—The man who married Miss ite amusement and gratification of the by about 4 years of age, alarmed by the mur
mind which emperors might envy.—Heav prey was the impediment, she alighted, and
Wood the daughter of the Philadelphia Con standers. Mr. M. stated to the crowd, that der of bis mother and grandmother, caught
en will bless you—your sojourn on earth will sawed off the head and tail, before she abe bright and pleasant, and your departure gqin took to flight. The weight was mow fectioner, and for which act her father shot he had tried the experiment more than a the monster round the legs, and implored
her, died last week in poverty and destitu
glorious,
no obstacle to her progress, but she had not tion, and was buried from the Philadelphia hundred times, and had never known it to him to save bis life. He had scarcely utter
fail but once.—Phila. Standard.
ed his request when his head was severed
calculated upon the wind catching the wings
with a single blow from his body.
The
“A lady, on’taking up a newspaper,” of her victim, and thus retarding her ; which, Alms House, on Saturday last.
The Eastern Railroad is now completed murderer had not been apprehended, though
saith the Philadelphia North American, however, she po sooner observed to be the
Pies made of red sugar beet are said to be to the permanent depot in Vaughan street. his accomplices were in jail.
» looks first to the marriages, then to the case, than she again alighted, and, having
delicious
—somewhat resembling rhubarb The passenger cars arrived there on Wed
deaths—first to what is most to be desired, deliberately removed first one wing and then
theq to what is most dreaded. Like a pen the other, carried it off triumphantly to her pie in flavor, though more rich and substWir nesday last. Our citizens now are general The Geological survey of New Hampshire
tinl. It is seasoned with vinegar, sugar, ly convinced that this place is decidedly the has been the means of discovering a mine of
dulum, in its oscillations, she leaves one ex nest I’
and spices to suit the palate. The beet best for the depot. It is only about 15 tin ore in Coos County, at the foot of the
tremity only to gaze on another ; but she
White Mountains, This is said to be the on
beautifully illustrates human life, which is it
Why is a lady walking before a gentleman, may be used without boiling, being chopped chains from Market Square, and yet no road ly instance in which this kind of ore has ever
roe.
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self a pendulum, vibrating between a smile like the latest news ? Because she’s in ad- j h
been found in this country.
Portsmouth Journal.
would green apple pie.
‘ vance of the male.
and a tear.”
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JÎÏAÏ1VE ¿E<RÍSJLAT¥RE.’ ’ sion for five years instead of one. The Uhis motion. They thought it best to act
State has been imposed upon heretofore, • on these Resolutions at the present time
Mr.
Steen
rod,
who
voted
in
the
affirmative
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS....... SECOND SESSION
and it is time to be more careful. Mr. D. If
’ ’ gentlemen wished to make speeches on
on Mr. Fillmore’s resolution, moved the re
IN SENATE.
slated cases.
consideration of the vote adopting that reso
the
subject of the currency, they could talk
THURSDAY, FEB. 4.
IN SENATE.
lution. The reconsideration was agreed to,
Mr. Delesdernier replied to Mr. Dorrance. on Mr. Cary’s Resolutions. It was propo
Mr.
Bennett
asked
and
obtained
leave
to
MONDAY, FEB. 1.
in consequence of an earnest and eloquent
Indefinite postponment prevailed 71 to 41. sed that the Resolutions under considera
lay on the table, the following Resolve,
, Resolutions from the Legislatures of North appeal in favor of it from Mr. Wise.
A message was received from the Govern tion should be laid before Congress, and
Carolina, Pennsylvania and Delaware, in fa
Mr. Wise stated that he had consulted which was once read.
vor oi distributing the proceeds of the public with the Chairman of the Committee of
Resolved, That the Attorney General of or, communicating a special report of the therefore, if they passed at all, it was imlauds, were presented by Senators Mangum, Ways and Means on the subject, and had this State be, and he is hereby directed Bank Commissioners relating to the Globe portant that they should be passed immediSturgeon and Bayard.
his concurrence in the amendment he was a- to commence and prosecute, to final judg Bank at Bangor, and the Frankfort Bank, ately.
Mr. Bayard stated that he was also under bout to offer. It would, if adopted, give the { ment, an action against J. B. Cahoon as which was read, laid on the table and 1000
Messrs. Cary, Andrews, Otis of St. George
instructions from the Legislature of his State new administration funds sufficient for all de-1I principal and other surieties, on his bond copies ordered.
and Delesdernier advocated the motion
move a repeal of the “ expunging resolu mauds payable before the regular session.
Mr. Delesdernier moved to reconsider the for commitment. It did not prevail— 6q
tion”—which instructions he said he should
If the order of the House, made yesterday, given to this State for the faithful discharge
obey with pleasure but not at the present had taken effect, Mr. Wise’s contemplated a- ol his trust as Treasurer of Maine, for vote assigning to-morrow for a second read voting in the affirmative, 74 in the negative.
ing of the resolves relating to French Spo
Col. Andrews then moved so to amend
session.
mendment could not have been offered, eith the recovery of the sum of $17,500
Mr. Young and Mr. Fulton then spoke on er in the Committee or in the House. The of the Maine five per cent, stock, which liations in order that they may be passed the Resolves, as to express the opinion of
the pre-emption bill, after which the Senate consideration prevailed, and proved what said Cahoon exchanged in New York now. The motion was briefly opposed by the House, as believing in the doctrine of
adjourned.
Mt. Wise averred, that his amendment had City, Dec. 12, 1838, for the notes of Parker Messrs. Cary and Severance, and advocat instructions.
the assent of the majority of the House. But & Co. and interest from the date of said ed by Mr. Foote. It was contended on the
Messrs. Morse of Bath, and Otis of Hal
TUESDAY, FEB. 2.
Mr. Fillmore withdrew his resolution, to a- stock notes.
one hand that the resolves ought to be well lowell, opposed the motion, as unnecessaMr. Preston, from the committee on the void further consumption of time, and, on
On motion of Mr. Freeman, Ordered, considered before they are passed, and on ry. The Resolves, they thought, were suf.
part of the Senate, consisting of Messrs. Pres motion, the House went back into Commit
that a committee of three, with such as the the other hand that immediate action is nec ficiently explicit on that subject.
ton, Huntington and Hubbard, to join the tee of the whole.
essary. The motion was lost.
Messrs. Cary, Andrews, and Delesder
committee on the part of the House, consist
Thus, the House is at sea again, on this Hoose may join, be raised for the purpose
Petition presented and referred—of com nier, advocated it. While this motion was
ing of Messrs. Cushing, J. W. Jones, Gran subject. The debate may last till the 3d of of inquiring into the subject offixingupon
ger, Dawson and Atherton, to examine the March for aught that 1 see to the contrary.
the number of Senators and Representatives mittee of town of Webster that the number under consideration, various motions were
votes for President and Vice President of the
If Mr. Wise is correct in his declaration to be apportioned, agreeably to the provis of Representatives may be reduced to 100 made to lay the Resolutions and amend
United States, and to notify the persons elect that his proffered provision will afford ample
and sessions held but once in two years.
ments on the table, to adjourn, &c. all of
ed of their election, submitted a report, ac means for the new administration, it may ions of the Constitution, in the several di
which were negatived by party votes,—the
stricts,
cities,
towns
and
plantations
in
the
companied by the following resolution :—
prevent an extra session. It may prevent it,
SATURDAY, FEB. 6.
Whigs voting against the motions.
State,
tor
the
year
1841
—
and
Messrs.
Free

Resolved, That the two Houses will assem if Gen. Harrison should deem the state of
On motion of Mr. Lowell of Minot, Or
The question of adopting the amendment
ble in the Chamber of the House of Repre the Treasury the only exigency requiring an man, Merrill, and Ingalls were appointed dered that the Committee on Banks and wus taken by Yeas and Noes, and decided
on the part of the Senate.
sentatives on Wednesday, the 10th of Febru extra session.
Banking inquire into the expediency of re
But the better opinion is that a vote ol fif
ary, at 12 o’clock, and the President of the
Bill lor the election of certain county of pealing (instead of suspending) the small in the negative, by a strict party vote—yeas
65, noes 81, —the Whigs voting in the neg
teen
or
twenty
millions
to
the
new
Adminis

Senate shall be presiding officer ; that one
ficers by the people, was once read and Bill Law.
ative.
person be appointed a teller on the part of the tration would not prevent the necessity of an Tuesday next assigned.
Mr. Andrews moved to reconsider the
Senate, and two on the part of the House of extra session.
Mr. Cary then moved so to amend the
Once read and to morrow assigned—Bill vote, refusing a passage to the Resolve in
There are other objects declared, avow
Representatives, to make a list of the votes
Resolve in relation to the division of the
to
reduce
the
capital
stock
of
the
Mercantile
|
viz. the repeal of the
as they shall be declared ; that the result ed, insisted upon
favor of Samuel Bassick. After some de
| bate, in which Messrs. Andrews and Deles- money, received from the sale of the public
shall be declared to the President of the Sen sub treasury—the distribution of the lands— Bank, Bangor,
domain, among the States, as to express an
ate, who shall announce the state of the vote, the modification of the Tariff—the establish
dernier sustained this motion, and Messrs. opinion against such a division. On this
FRIDAY, FEB. 5.
and the persons elected, to the two Houses ment of a National Bank.
The resolve offered yesterday by Mr. Dorrance, Bryant and Foote, opposed it, the motion there was a long discussion, inAll these objects may be proper,—and no
as aforesaid, which shall be deemed a declar
terrupted by frequent motions to adjourn_
ation of the persons elected President and one can, at all events, dispute the power and Bennett, in relation to the Bond of James motion was lost—yeas 51, nays 67Resolves in relation to French spoliations for a call of the House, &c. Mr. Cary,
Vice President of the United States, and to right of the new Administration, to press B. Cahoon, was taken op on motion of Mr
gather with a list of votes be entered on the them.
Daveis, and Mr. Bennett moved that it be were read once, and, after considerable de who advocated, and Mr. Morse who oppos
journals of the two Houses.
It will be a terribly hot session—hot from |referred to the Committee on the Judiciary bate upon their merits, they were laid on ed the amendment, were the principal Spea
the table.
The resolution was agreed to, and __
,
Mr. the season of the year—hotter from the con- and
it was referred.
kers.—There seemed great unwillingness
Preston was appointed teller on the part of flicts of interest, and the division of parties
Bill additional, to extend the time to lo on the part of the Loco Focos to come to
Passed
to
be
engrossed
—
Bill
in
rela

that it will occasion.
the Senate.
to the Portland, Portsmouth and Saco cate and construct the Portsmouth, Portland the question, and every expedient was reThe Van Buren men will divide on these tion
1
The pre-emption land bill was then resum
and Saco Rail Road company, was read sorted to to prevent it. At two o’clock P.
ed and further discussed, after which the fol questions ; the Whigs will divide on these Rail Road.
twice and Tuesday assigned.
M. Mr. Cary called on his political friends
questions ; the Conservatives and even the
lowing questions were taken, 1st—
Mr. John Oils, by leave, laid upon the to leave the Hall and thus prevent a quo.
SATURDAY, FEB. 6.
To strike out all of Mr. Crittenden’s a- Nullifiers will divide. In fact, we shall have
mendment, and insert what would embrace a complete breaking up of parties, when all
Papers from the House passed in concur table the following Resolves:
rum of the House from being present, as
irence.
STATE OF MAINE.
the principles of Mr. Calhoun’s bill to cede these matters come to be discussed.
several of the Whigs were absent.
Mr.
the public lands, with the addition that, the
Resolves in relation to the currency.
Cary’s directions were followed, and in a
THURSDAY, FEB. 4.
65 per cent, allotted should be assigned for
Resolved, That the policy of this coun short lime the House was left without a quo
MONDAY. FEB. 8.
the increase of the navy and the national de-, The debate on the Treasury note bill was
Nothing of importance was done.
try, in public and private financial matters, rum.
fence ; which was decided as follows
yeas continued by Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Garland.
has always been to maintain a mixed mon
On motion of Mr. Otis, the House then
Mr. Adams next obtained the floor, and pro
20 ; nays 31.
TUESDAY, FEB. 9.
ey
of paper and metals, the latter forming
ceeded
in
a
course
of
remarks
thus
described
The question was then taken on the mo
Mr. Parsons, from the committee on bills ' the basis of the former; that bank paper adjourned.
tion of Mr. Crittenden, to recommit the bill by the correspondent of the New-York Cour in the second reading, reported a bill for the I
with such instructions as would embody the ier and Enquirer :—
TUESDAY, FEB. 9.
election of certain county officers by thepeo- l convertible into specie at the pleasure of
two principles of pre-emption and distribu
“ Mr. Wise, in his speech a week or two pie, with an amendment proposing to strike ! the holder, is a safe and convenient curren
The House resumed the consideration of
tion and was decided as follows :—yeas 22 ; ago, ridiculed, and indeed in almost all his out all after the enacting clause, and provide cy ; and any change of policy lending to> Mr. Otis’s Resolutions on the subject of the
nays 29.
speeches, does ridicule the anti-duelling law, for the election of county commissioners on substitute an entire metallic currency, would
The question then recurring on the. pas and speaks of it with the utmost contempt. ly. The amendment was supported by be injurious in its effects, and impracticableI Currency. The question being on amend( ing the Sixth Resolution as proposed by
sage of the bill, it was decided as follows :
Several times,at the present session,there have Messrs. Parsons, Burbank and Sewall, and in its execution.
Mr. Cary, so as to declare that the proceeds
Yeas—-Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, been passes between him and Mr. A. which opposed by Messrs. Cutler, Lane, Thomas,
Resolved, That for the interests of the• of the Public Lands ought not to be distrib
Buchanan, Clay of Ala., Fulton, Henderson, it was apparent left unkind feelings behind. and True. The question on adopting the aHubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, To day Mr. A. fell foul of him, in a way and mendrnent was decided by yeas and nays, as whole community, as well as for the purpo uted among the several Slates.
ses of the Treasury, it is essential that the■
Mr. Cary took the floor and spoke at
Nicholas, Nicholson. Norvell, Pierce, Porter, in a manner for which rhere is little excuse,. follows::
Robinson, Sevier, Smith of Conn., Smith of He said Mr. W. had set himself up fora leader
Yeas—Messrs. Barrell, Burbank, Freeman, nation should possess a currency of uniformi length in favor of his motion to amend. It
la., Sturgeon, Tallmadge., Tappan, Walker, of Gen. Harrison’s party—that if he did be Fowler, Ingalls, Lowell, Parsons, Pike, Saw value, credit and use, wherever it may cir• was his old currency speech—this being the
Wall, Webster, White, Williams, Wright, come a leader, he would never be a support yer, Sewall, Vose. Weeks—12.
culate; that the Constitution has entrusted third time he has rehearsed the same speech
er of that party—that Mr. Wise’s flag was a
Young—31.
Nays—Messrs. Bennett, Bolster, Cutler, Congress exclusively with the power of cre this session.
Nays—Messrs. Bayard, Calhoun, Clay of tri-colored flag, black, red and white—the Eaton, Goodwin, Lane, Shaw, Thomas, ating and regulating a currency of this de
Mr. Cary was followed by Col. Andrews
Ky., Clayton, Crittenden. Dixon, Graham, black stripe was slavery—the red was stained True—9.
5 ,scription ; and that measures should be ta
of Turner. Before he had concluded his
Huntington, Kerr, Knight, Mangum, Mer with the blood of the duellist—and the white
ken by Congress, in execution of this pow remarks, the Resolves were laid on the ta
rick, Phelps, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, Roane, was the dirty, pale and pallid emblem of nul
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
er, to relieve the country from the evilsand ble and be gave way to Mr. Otis of Hallow
lification.
Ruggles, Southard — 19.
THURSDAY, FEB. 4.
embarrassments of the currency, by estab ell, who moved that when the House ad
** Mr. Wise replied in a cool, deliberate,
So the bill was passed.
Resolves for the purchase and distribution lishing one equally useful to the people and
manly and noble manner. He referred to
journ, it would adjourn to half past two o’
the noble and patriotic father of Mr. Adams of Register of Maine, came from the Senate to the Government, and of uniform value clock P. M. Messrs. Delesdernier and Dunn
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 3.
—
to
Mr.
Adams
’
s
own
splendid
history
—
to
amended.
House
non-concurred
in
the
aThere was little other than private business
and credit in every Slate in the Union.
of Poland opposed the motion.—After some
his age—to his venerable appearance—that rnendments.
acted on to-day.
Resolved, That the Act of Congress in discussion, Mr. Otis withdrew it.—Mr. Da
With him his hands were tied—that towards
On motion of Mr. Bryant, the House ad relation to the collecting, keeping and dis
vid Dunn of Poland then moved to take up
him he could not act, he could only feel — hered to its vote, indefinitely postponing
THURSDAY, FEB. 4.
bursement of the public money, approved the Resolutions and the amendments of Mr.
After a variety of unimportant business, lhat Mr. Adams’s person and character was the Resolve, 82 to 12.
on the 4th day of July last, commonly de Cary, and he proceeded th talk on the ques
the Bankrupt bill was taken up as the gener sacred from any attack from him—and that
On motion of Mr. Delesdernier the House
al order, and Mr. Crittenden made some gen he would himself strike down the arm which went into Committee of the whole, on that nominated the Independent or Sub Treasury tion of taking them up. £ more -^sgraceAct, was uncalled for by the people, and is a- ful scene than was exbi^te(j ,lllr,
eral remarks upon it. He said lhat in all im might be impiously raised against him.—Mr.
portant respects it was the same bill as that Wise’s reply was not only eloquent—it was part of the Governor’s message which re gainst the genius of our free institutions, ten Mr. Dunn occupied
was
which was passed at the last session. It em splendid, magnificent. At its close there was lates to the currency, and on Mr. Carey’s ding to substitute a metallic for our present trom one o’clock P
unti| ha|f
, scve„
a
spontaneous,
but
smothered
burst
of
ap

resolutions.
Mr.
Hinckley
in
the
Chair.
braces in its provisions all classes of debtors
mixed currency, and ought forthwith to be o clock m toe ev^ , |)ave never spei)
Mr. Chadbourne proceeded in his re repealed.
who were unable to pay their debts, and are plause from the House and from the galler
ies
—
it
was
almost
impossible
to
restrain
it
—
rhete was no objection on the part of the
willing to make a fair and free surrender off
marks. He had regretted as much as any
Resolved, That if the alternative is nec majority of t^e House to taking up the Restheir property ; and also those who endeavor and if the severe practice of the House on one the evil arising from banks. But he
by fraud to escape the payment of their debts, such occasions, as respects the galleries, and contended that changes and failures are in essarily presented of a National Bank, with olutmns-yet Mr. Dunn talked more than
and yet to retain their properly. The latter are a sense of propriety on the part of the mem cident to commercial pursuits, and cannot all the restrictions that a people jealous of seven IWfS in favor of the motion.
their liberties would require in such an in
compelled to come under its operation ;—but, bers had not restrained it, the burst when Mr.
Col. Andrews, who acted in concert with
as to ail others, it is left quite optional wheth Wise sat down, would have been tremendous. be avoided. By an estimate pretty accu stitution, and the existing Sub Treasury Sys Mr. Dunn to delay the action of the House,
1
deeply
regret
these
outbreaks
among
mem

rately made, it is believed that 95 out ofev- tem, we are in favor of the former, and op
er they shall take the benefit of the act or
would every five minutes move an adjourn
not. Several members proceeded to debate bers of the same fraternity.”
ery 100 traders fail during their lives. Un posed to the latter.
ment*
—a call of the House—raise questions
■some of the provisions of the bill, and Mr.
der our institutions, changes, as to the pos
Resolved, That we deprecate a Nation of cider, &c. The only object of which,
FRIDAY, FEB. 5.
Benton moved an amendment, requiring the
session
of
wealth,
are
continually
going
on.
al Debt, Direct Taxation in time of Peace was to give Mr. Dunn time to recruit his
The Treasury note bill having been taken
-consent of two thirds of the creditors to a
discharge. After debate the amendment was up, Mr. Lincoln asked leave to offer the fol It is seldom indeed that wealth descends to to provide means to defray the ordinary ex strength. His effort was to talk against
the third generation. Mr. C. proceeded to penditures of the General Government; that
negatived, ayes 18, nays 28. Mr. Merrick, lowing resolution :
time. What he said was the merest non
Whereas the bill of this House, No. 598, reply to many of the remarks of Mr. Cary there should be a revision and adjustment sense imaginable. During the whole time
who said he was decidedly in favor of a
Bankrupt law, moved to lay the bill on the to authorize the issuing of Treasury notes, and to urge the benefit of the credit system. of the Tariff, so as at once to furnish a rev it was with great effort that a quorum was
table, in the belief that there was no reasona was taken uo in Committee of the Whole Mr. C. spoke at considerable length.
enue equal to the necessary expenditures,
ble hope of maturing it the present session. House on the state of the Union on the 18th
Mr. Andrews followed with a series of and to encourage and protect American in k^pt in the House.—the Locos generally
keeping themselves out of the House, or re
day
of
January
last,
and
has
been
under
dis

He however afterwards withdrew the motion,
comments on the Governor’s message, and
fusing to vote, to prevent a quorum from be
and the bill was debated to a late hour, when, cussion to this time. And whereas much of on the resolutions before the Committee. dustry.
Resolved, That a bill providing for a ing present. At half past seven o’clock
without taking any question, the Senate ad the indispensable public business is yet to be Before Mr. A. concluded, the Committee,
just and equal distribution of the proceeds his hand organ stopped.
acted on : Therefore—
journed.
Resolved, That at seven o’clock to-day the on motion of Mr. Cary of Houlton, arose, of the public lands among the several States
Mr. Delesdernier then moved an adjourn
debate on this bill shall cease, and the reported progress, and asked leave to sit a- commends itself to our consideration as an ment, and made an appeal to the House to
FRIDAY, FEB. 5.
gain,
which
was
granted.
committee
shall
proceed
to
vote
on
the
vari

Several resolutions directing specific in
act of justice due alike to all, and ought to adjourn.—The House refused to adjourn.
quiries, were passed. Several private bills ous amendments submitted and to be sub
pass into a law.
The Resolutions and amendment were then
were passed. The Senate adjourned to Mon mitted, and then report the bill, with the aFRIDAY, FEB. 5.
Resolved, That the Hon. Reuel Wil
mendments agreed to by the committee, to
day.
The Commitfee on the Judiciary to which liams, previous to his election to the Senate taken up nem con.
the House.
Col. Andrews of Turner, then took the
was referred Resolves and petitions relative
And the question was put to agree to the to the claims on the United States for of the United States, having declared and floor, and put his hand organ in motion, and
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
published that it is the duty of the elected occupied the lime of the House until half
resolution, and passed in the affirmative.
MONDAY, FEB. I.
Mr. W. C. Johnson, who was entitled to French spoliations prior to 1800, made a to carry into effect the will of his constitu past 11 o clock. After he had stopped talk
In committee of the Whole the House re the floor, proceeded in the discussion, and in report, accompanied by resolves, which ents if he is instructed what that will is, or
ing, Mr. Hinkley of Bluehill, obtained the
sumed the consideration of the Treasury note the course of his speech he yielded the floor were read and to-morrow assigned.
resign his trust ; we, therefore, hereby in floor, and moved the previous question.
bill, Mr. Vanderpoel having the floor,
Leave of absence was granted to Mr.
for explanation to Mr. Hunt, Mr. Alford and
struct him that the foregoing resolutions ex
Messrs. Otis of St. George, and Delesder
Mr. Cushing. After Mr. Johnson had con Paine of Sanford, for eight days, from and
press the will of his constituents.
TUESDAY, FEB. 2.
nier spoke against putting the previous ques
cluded, he was followed in the debate by Mr. after Tuesday last.
Resolved, That our Senators and Repre
On motion ofMr. Fillmore it was resolved Rayner of North Carolina, Mr. Stanwood and
Mr. Otis of St. George called up the Re sentatives in Congress be requested to vole tion. Mr. Delesdernier concluded his re
that on the following day, at 3 o’clock, P. M., Mr. Mallory, who was succeeded by
marks at half past twelve o’clock. Mr.
solve
in
favor
of
Samuel
Bassick,
the
ques

the committee of the whole be discharged
for any bill or proposition now before Con Hinkley briefly replied.
Mr. Underwood, who had proceeded about
from the further consideration of the Treasury fifteen minutes, when (supposing the hour of tion being on the final passage. Mr. O. gress, calculated to carry into effect the prin
A call of the House was then ordered.
note bill, unless they shall have before that seven to have arrived,) he took his seat ; but opposed the passage of the Resolve. Bas ciples contained in the foregoing resolutions,
time reported upon it ; and that the bill shall
Mr. Albert Smith (there being yet two min sick received $48 last year, which was to and to introduce and support such measures Ninety members only answered to their
names—four only of the Locos being pres
then be taken up in the House, and macle the utes remaining) amused the committee with be in full for the stiffness of his thumb, and
as shall accomplish the same object, if not ent.
special order until disposed of.
some prophecies as to the little end of the big he has no claim to any thing further, He
now before Congress.
The discussion of the Treasury note bill Whig party.
moved indefinite portponement.
On motion of Mr. Severance, the Messen
Resolved, That the Governor be reques
was resumed in committee of the whole, by
At seven o’clock the bill was brought out
Messrs.
Foote
and
Bryant
advocated
the ted to transmit the foregoing resolutions to ger was directed to summon the absent mem
Messrs. Triplett, Coles and Black. Mr. Wel of committee, under the order of this morn
bers, and in case of their refusal to attend, to
Mr. Staples opposed.
In the
ler having obtained the floor, yielded it for a ing, with the amendment heretofore propos motion.
each of our Senators and Representatives report their names, that the House may com
course
of
the
debate,
it
was
stated
by
seve

motion that the committee rise, which was a- ed by Mr. Wise, to authorize the incoming)
in Congress from this State.
pel their attendance, or inflict suitable penal
greed to, and the House adjourned, yeas 37, Administration to issue five millions of dol ral members that Bassick was a town pau
ties.
nays 26.
lars between the 3d of March and the close of per, was employed to cook at the Aroostook
MONDAY, FEB. 8.
At three o’clock a call of the House was
the year, notwithstanding the amount that because fit for nothing else, and was so in
Mr. Otis called up the Resolutions in re ordered, 97 Members, being a quorum, an
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 3.
may have been previously issued by the pres toxicated when the accident happened lation to the Currency, introduced by him swered to their names. The previous ques
The Treasury Note Bill still occupied ex ent Administration.
tion was then ordered to be put—95 in the
clusive attention. It was to come out of This amendment was concurred in by the that he did not know whether he was on Saturday last, and they were read.
whittling the pudding stick or his thumb.
Mr. Cary moved that they be committed affirmative, 2 in the negative. The main
Committee, at three o’clock to-day, under House—ayes 111, noes 79.
question was then put. and the Resolves on
Mr. Fillmore’s resolution. But Mr. Wise, it
The bill was then ordered to a third read Mr. Staples said if there was any truth in to the Committee of the Whole, who have the Currency, offered by Mr. Otis of Hallow
these statements he knew nothing about it. under consideration the Resolutions offered
seems, wished to make an effort to amend the ing-ayes 126, noes 69.
ell, were passed without amendment.
bill.
Mr. Dorrance said this resolve was based by him on the same subject.
And being engrossed was read the third
Col. Lyman then moved a reconsideration,
His amendment amounts to this
that time and passed without division.
on affidavits—the petitioner ought to appear
Messrs. Otis of Hallowell, Severance of which was put and negatived, 2 voting in the
the new administration should have five milAnd at 8 o’clock P. M. the House adj.
here himself and if deserving, have a pen- Augusta, and Frost of Wiscasset, opposed affirmative, 95 in the negative.
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The Ladies* Companion Jar February is (From the New York Conim&rcinl Advertiser of
Congress.—In the Senate, on Monday
Friday evening.]
embellished with a beautiful steel >
last,
ihe Treasury Note Bill was received
PROBATE NOTICE
UNITED STATES” BANK.
plate engraved expressly for (he work—subfrom the House. The General Bankrupt bill dll a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY
13, 1841 ject, “Rigs O’Barley,” taken from one ofj
The intelligence brought by mail of this was then taken up. Mr. Hubbard moved to
_________________
__________________
andfor the. County of York, on the first Mon
morning
in regard to this institution is of a
The Public Lands.—The pre-emption Burns’ popular ballads. Beside this, there ■ very unfavorable
day of January, in the year of our Lord
character. It appears that recommit, with instructions to report certain
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the
land bill passed the Senate on Tuesday, 2d ( are two pages of music—“ Tell me not ! the Bank closed its doors yesterday afternoon amendments. The motion was negatived, 16
Hon, WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
contents of this at 2 o’clock, on a demand of $100,000 for yeas to 29 nays. A debate ensued in which
inst., after a protracted debate, by a vote of] of morning breaking.”—■The
'
Court :
number
are
entirely
original,
and
from
the
specie.
The
first
demand
of
any
considera31 to 19. Motions to amend and recommit
several Senators participated. No question
N the petition of Nathan D. Appleton,
of some of the most popular magazme JjJ® “,nount wa« (o,r
wl!ich "'^paid.
were lost by decisive votes. This bill allows pen,
administrator ol the estate of Milton
‘
.
«t
.
1 he correspondent of the Courier says that was taken.—In the House, on Saturday, sev
Smith, late of Dover, N. H., deceased, rep
a permanent privilege of pre-emption to ev writers in the country. We commend this ! t|ie suspension of specie payments was caus- eral private appropriation bills were consider
resenting that the personal estate of said de
ery man who shall settle on the public lands, magazine to the favor of the reading public, ed by the “continued disappointment in the ed. On Monday, the Pension bill was taken ceased
is not sufficient to pay the just debts
and enables him to purchase a quarter sec It is afforded at the low price of $3 per an receipt of large amounts of specie.”
up and debated.
which he owed at the time of his death, by
[From the Journal of Commerce.]
tion, (or 160 acres,) at the lowest price of num. For this comparatively trifling sum, the
the sum of one hundred and twenty dollars,
General Harrison reached Baltimore on and praying for a license to sell and convey
The Third Suspension.—The suspension
Government lands ($1 25 per acre,) at any subscriber receives two large octavo volumes
time within twelve months from his settle of 300 pagbs each, made up of original ar- which took place in the U. S. Bunk yesterday Saturday afternoon last. He was escorted so much of the real estate of said deceased
and verse, contributed by i ’’ al>°'yed’ on a" h,Rnd®! t0.be dlial- ?'he into the city by an immense number of citi as may be necessary for the payment of said
ment. What the fate of the bill will be in tides, pin prose
debts and incidental charges :
,.
’
,1,., , Bank, it is supposed, will go into liquidation,
some
of
our
best
writers, and embellished an(1
¡,s debla wimle pai<) hy ¡ns,ahnen,g j zens in carriages and on horseback. Through
the House is uncertain.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
The Pre-emption bill was introduced by with 16 steel engravings, (four of which are so far as they are paid at all. Some of the all the streets he passed he was cheered by tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
Mr. C. C. Clay of Alabama. Beside this, splendid plates of the fashions,) and 24 pages post notes ot the Bank were sold yesterday the citizens, and, indeed, was welcomed with to all persons interested in said estate, by
it is 'at ?"e l!er c.e,1t a "Y’.nJh’ an!' there„T yet
every demonstration of respect. After arriv causing a copy of this order to be published in
there are several other projects for disposing of 4music—In its mechanical execution
,
! dividuals who would buy them. Rhe great ing at the Hotel where he took lodgings, he the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
of the public lands or their proceeds, which not surpassed, to say the least, by any ! qUestjon op ¡nterest ¡s novVj w|)el|ier t|ie otj,er
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
have been urged upon the attention of Con other similar publication within our knowl- banks in Philadelphia will sustain their posi- made a short speech to the people. He was ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be holden at Saco, in said county,
tion, or go by the board, and all the South to leave for Washington on Tuesday.
gress, viz : Henry Clay’s bill, which passed edge.
on the first Monday in March next, at ten of
with them. There is so much doubt on this
both branches of Congress some years since,
A Cold Water Hog;—Mr. Joseph Aker- the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
Globe, Frankfort and Citizen’s Banks, point, that exchange has fallen a good deal.
and was pocketed by Gen. Jackson. This pro —These banking institutions have recently ! Bills of the
& Bank are bought at 10 per man of Newburyport, has killed a Hog 20 any they have, why the prayer of said peti
months old, and weighing 552 pounds ; which tion should not be granted.
vides for the distribution of the proceeds of the .
•
i
i
1X7
!*-•>>•
»
cent
discount.
There
are• buti few of them
been examined byJ Messrs. Wm. Wi is nnu
and here
i
.t resumption
.■ ihaving
, u- has been raised entirely on cold water and
Attest,— Wai. Cutter Allen, Register.
; the
been actively
«ales of the public lands among the several
A true copy—Attest,
James Crosby, Bank Commissioners of this ( «?ed in sending every thing home, by which corn, never having eaten any cooked or warm
States, according to their representation in State, by direction of the Governor. Their New York and the Eartern cities have real food.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
February 5, 1841.
Congress:—Mr. Benton’s plan for graduating
ized
a
very
large
sum
in
specie
and
available
reports have been presented to the Legisla
Halifax.—It is said that the British are
the price of the lands, which provides that
ture and published. It seems that a major part funds.
^tate of Maine.
after they have been in the market a.certain of the stock of these institutions is now in
[All the Philadelphia Banks subsequently fortifying Halifax in the most imposing and
January 12, 1841.
formidable manner.
length of time, and remain unsold, the price the hands of citizens of another State, under suspended specie payments.
------- 000------shall be reduced to $1, then lo 75, 50 and 25 whose control they are,
The Delaware Banks have suspended spe
To the Honorable Senate and House of Repre
Temperance iVIeetings.
sentatives of the Stale of Maine, in Legisla
cents and, after a while, all lands remaining
cie payments.
Meetings on the subject of Temperance
“ It appears that a large amount of the
ture assembled :
unsold shall be given to the Stales in stock of the Bangor Globe and the Frankfort
Accounts from Baltimore state that the will be held in this town —
HE petition of sundry inhabitants of
which they lie :—Mr. Prentiss’ project Banks had become possessed by gentlemen Banks in that city have come to the deter
At the School-House, near Col. Wake
South-Berwick, Berwick, North-Ber
field
’
s,
in
Alewife,
on
Monday
evening
next.
of retrospective pre-emption, extending the in the State of New York, and that large dis mination not to pay specie.]
wick and Eliot, in the County of York and
Address by Rev. Mr. Edes.
counts
were
made
with
a
view
of
putting
pre-emption privilege to all settlers on the
At the School-House on the Plains, on State of Maine, respectfully represents:—
the notes into circulation in that State. The
The excitement in Philadelphia is very
That a Rail Road, beginning at the line of
public lands, who have become such since plan of making a capital by this forced circu
great, and fears are entertained that business Thursday evening next.
1838 :—Mr. Calhoun’s scheme of cession— lation failed, and the banks are left nearly will be completely broken up over the whole
At the School-House near Mr. John Day’s, thè State of New-Hampshire, at a point near
Great-Falls, in said Berwick, thence extend
giving the lands to the States in which they without resources except the notes on which southern and western country, the coming on Thursday evening next.
ing South Easterly, through the South WestIn
the
Village,
on
Friday
evening
next.
these
discounts
were
made,
and
which
are!
spring. The New York Commercial Adver
lie—reserving one half of the proceeds of
tern part of said town of Berwick to SouthAddress
by
N.
K.
S
argent
.
unavailable.
tiser has the following remarks, concerning
sale to the general government—a most par
“ Of the Globe bank $74,720 in bills are in 1 the state of the money market :
At Cat-Mousam School-House, on Satur Berwick, thence South Easterly in said Southtial and unjust scheme : and Mr. Crittenden’s circulation ; its nominal capital is $100,000,!
day
evening next. Address by Rev. Mr. Berwick, until it shall strike the Portland,
The importations of goods for the spring
Saco and Portsmouth Rail-Road, at the near
project for pre-emption and distribution, incor of which 487 shares, making nearly half, are | trade, it is believed, will be quite large, and Cressey.
est point of intersection with said Rail-Road
owned
by
the
bank
itself;
and
the
greater)
Exercises,
al
the
several
meetings,
will
porating with the pre-emption plan another
if any confidence is to be placed in the state
in South-Berwick, from the place of begin
part of its resources are notes not yet due, of ments estimating the cotton crop less than 1,- commence at £ past 6.
ning, at Great Falls, being a distance of four
for distributing rhe whole nett proceeds of gentleman
in New York. The Frankfort 650,000 bags, and that on this a very large aN. K. SARGENT, Secretary of Com.
miles, ascertained by actual survey, would be
the sales annually among the several States Bank has a nominal capital of $50.000, more
mount has already been drawn, the quantity
of
great public utility, inasmuch as it will
.according to their representation.
than $30,000 of which is owned in New York. of sterling io be received from that source will
HYMENEAL
open a direct communication by Rail-Road,
The cost of the public lands is officially It owes the Suffolk Bank $5,200, and has a fall much short of our calculations.—The se
MARRIED—In Wolfborough, N. H., Elder between the large Manufacturing Establish
■stated at $134,229,374—the quantity ot land circulation of $30,583, none of which is cir mi annual payments of interest and dividends David B. Cowell of Lebanon, Me. to Miss Chris ments of South-Berwick, Salmon Falls and
culated in the vicinity of the Bank.”
form quite an item in our foreign remittan tiana B. Coffin, daughter of Mr. Stephen Coffin, Great Falls, with the cities of Portland in the
already sold amounts to 89,595,650 acres, aand if, in addition to these, we are to pay of W.
State of Maine, and of Boston in the Com
mounting to $119,943,831, or an average of “ The entire stock of the Citizen’s Bank has ces,
been transferred to persons residing out of for large importations, with a diminished cot
In Hampton, Mr. Daniel Moulton, to Miss monwealth of Massachusetts, and also great
$1 34 per acre. The quantity of land re the Slate, at the rate of $95 for each share. ton crop, and the prospect of non resumption Martha Brown, daughter of Mr. Wm. Brown.
ly facilitate the travel between those cities
In Buxton, 3d inst. Mr. Andrew Woodman of and the northerly sections of New-Hampshire
maining unsold on the 1st ult. amounted to Payment was made to them principally by of the South for a long time to come, our
the property of the bank. The capital is banks will necessarily be cautious in their is Burlington, to Miss Jane S. Bradbury of Buxton. and Vermont, to and from the State of
249,018,524 acres.
Maine.
$60,000, for which $57,000 was paid as fol sues and we may be compelled to part with
OBITUARY
Whereupon, your petitioners humbly pray,
Rhode Island.—The General Assembly lows, viz. from the notes and bills discounted, more specie. The situation of money mat
ters in Europe is not favorable for the exten DIED—At his residence in Hollis, Thursday that they, and their associates and assigns
of Rhode Island adjourned on Saturday eve with the interest on them, $45,273 12 ; Cash, sion
of any more facilities than are now en morning, after a short illness, Hon Abijah Ush may be incorporated into a Company, for the
$11,726 88 ; part of which was also taken from
ning last, after a session of four weeks. A funds of the bank. The old stock holders joyed by the Americans, and the heavy loss er,
purpose of locating and constructing a Railaged 53 years.
bill providing for the election of members of took care to save themselves from future loss es which their capitalists must realize on
In Saco, 3d inst. Capt. Abraham Tyler—a rev Road, as above described, by the name of the
the next Congress, on the day of the General by providing for the payment of the bills in their investments in United States Bank stock olutionary soldier—aged 77 years and 8 months. Great Falls and South-Berwick Branch Rail
In Buxton, Capt. Samuel Walts, aged 59 years. Road.
W. A. HAYES,
Election in April, (instead of August, as un circulation and the deposites, by making a and the loans made to that institution, will
and 23 others.
further reservation of property, which was be sufficient to deter them from négociations
der the former law,) was passed on the last placed in the hands of their old cashier. upon other securities.
SHIP NEWS,
day of the session. Resolutions were passed, The amount of the old circulation is about
STATE OF MAINE.
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 13, 1841
General Harrison at Pittsburg.—The
The Committee on Rail-Roads and Canals,
unanimously, during the session, in favor of $13,000.
to which was referred the petition of William
“ As the whole stock was sold, it became Pittsburg Intelligencer of Saturday, 30th ult.
ARRIVED.
the distribution of the proceeds of the sales
—
A. Hayes and others, praying that they may
necessary, in order to constitute a board of says:
•
Feb. §—Sch. Martha, Crediford, Boston.
of the public lands among the several States, Directors, that some persons residing in the
be incorporated into a Company for the pur
sailed.
“ Yesterday, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon,
and, also, by party votes, in favor of a Nation State should be qualified by being made hol Gen. Harrison, attended by the Cincinnati
Feb. 5—Sch. Ocean, Oaks, Boston.
pose of building a Branch Rail-Road from
m emoranda.
the New-Hampshire line, near Great Falls,
ders of shares. Four persons were therefore and Pittsburg Committees, the brass band of
al Bank and the repeal of the sub-treasury.
At New-Orleans, 23d ult. Berwick, for Liver in Berwick, to the nearest point of intersec
made stockholders in Augusta, without the <our city, and a large number of citizens,
tion with the Portsmouth and Portland RailThe Blind.—We are indebted to the po least interest in the Bank, and chosen Direc reached our city in the splendid steamboat pool, next week ; Vernon, for Cowes, 25th.
Road, have had '.he same under considera
liteness of Dr. S. G. Howe, for the “ ninth tors, one of whom was never apprised of the Benj. Franklin, from Cincinnati, accompan
tion and ask leave to report that the petition
fact that he was a stockholder or a Director. ied by the steamer Fulton. Although the
annual report of the trustees of the Perkins The President bolds one share.
ers cause an attested copy of this petition
weather was very bad, perhaps as many as
Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for
-------- ooo-------with this order thereon to be published in the
“ For the paper taken out of the Bank to ten thousand citizens, with a great many la
Kennebunk Gazette, and also cause a copy
<
awaited the General’s arrival at the riv
the Blind, to the Corporation.” Seven pupils pay the old stockholders, new was substitut- dies,
osbork
- ; from whence, attended by the Mayors of
AS received a large supply of GOODS of the said petition and order lo be served
have been discharged during the past year, ed to the amount of $32,318, without any er
action of the new or old Directors, and of Pittsburg arid Alleghany, General Markle, of
which he will sell cheap for Cash, upon the Clerks of the towns of Berwick,
one has deceased—(the only death which has men residing in New York, whose responsi Westmoreland,
South Berwick and Eliot, stud publication
three of our volunteer com
M
erchantable Pitch Pine and Hard
occurred among the pupils during three bility was wholly unknown to the old board ; panies, and a great many citizens, on foot
and notices lo be made twenty days at least
i
horseback, was conducted, through the WOOD or COWTRT PRODUCE. before the third Wednesday of February
years)—and ten have been admitted. The they are mostly brokers in the city of New and
principal streets, to his lodgings, Major Iron’s He has many new articles which cannot fail next, that all persons may then appear and
present number of blind persons connected York.
During the week that the Bank had been Pittsburg Hotel. The General will remain to give satisfaction, and invites his old friends shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
with the Institution is 67. Of these 37 are in “operation
under its new direction, $5,324 in
' our city until Monday, and receive the to call and see him. He respectfully requests of said petition should not be granted.
beneficiaries of the State of Massachusetts, have been put in circulation, of an entirely calls
ELIJAH P. PIKE, Chairman.
i
of our citizens to-day, and address them those having accounts with him, to call as
15 are beneficiaries received on warrants new emission, under the signatures of the re- iat 11 o’clock. Heappears to be in fine health Soon as convenient and settle.
In Senate, January 21, 1841.
Kennebunk, Feb. 5, 1841.
i
spirits.”
Read and accepted,—sent down for con
from other States, 3 pay their own expenses, cently elected President and Cashier, P. C. and
and S. G. Langdon. These new
currence.
7 pay a part of their expenses, and 5 pay Johnson
bills are not redeemed at the Suffolk Bank.
MAINE LEGISLATURE.
DANIEL SANBORN, Secretary.
■nothing,. Most of the pupils spend four Bills of the old impression, signed by J. Dole
-------- ooo-------House of Representatives, January 21,
HE connexion existing between the sub
hours, daily., in the school, where are taught and A. Reddington, Jr. are redeemed at the
IN SENATE.
1841, Read anil concurred —
scriber and the Messrs. Huses of New
Writing, Arithmetic and Algebra, Geography, Suffolk, funds having been provided for
GEO. C. GETCHELL, Clerk.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10.
buryport,
in
Massachusetts,
known
as
the
A true copy of the petition and order there
The Senate on motion of Mr. Bennett, pro “Shapleigh Iron Company,” is
Grammar, History and Natural and Moral them.”
on.—Attest,
ceeded to the consideration of the Bill incor
Philosophy. There is a recess of fifteen
Newburyport Bank.—We learn that, the porating the Saco----- Company. Mr. Ben dissolved from this date.
GEO. C. GETCHELL, Clerk.
EDWARD
WINSLOW.
minutes at the end of each hour, and an hour Bank Commissioners have procured ani in- nett of York moved several amendments, so
January 26, 1841.
Boston, January 1, 1841.
ofmusic between each hour of school. The junction, by the Supreme Court, againstt the as to make the stockholdess individually holj is den, and prescribing where they may hold
NOTICE
girls are taught to sew, knit, braid and to do Newburyport Bank, at Newburyport, It
®tephen& JSlue Writing
f S hereby given that WILLIAM PHILhousework, and the males to make brooms, said that within a few months past part of the amount of real and personal estate provi
IPluid.
the stuck of the bank, amounting to nearly
11 LIPS ami JOHN BROWN, both of
for in the bill.
brushes, mattresses, chair-bottoms, baskets, one half, has passed into the hands of persons dedMessrs.
— ■—ooo-------Kittery, in the county of York, traders, and
Sewall, Cutler, Ingalls, Parsons
GROSS Stephens’ Blue Writing Fluid joint partners under the name of Phillips &.
in the State of New-York ; and that loans and Bui bank opposed the amendments on
,&c.
A Work Department has been opened du have been made by those persons and the the ground that they were unnecessary, inas A —genuine and a very superior article. Brown have this day assigned to the sub
This day received.—For sale by
bills of the bank put in circulation in the
scribers all their estate, both real and person
ring the past year, for the benefit of pupils Western States to such an extent as in the o- much as the general law now in force re
D. REM1CH.
al, for the benefit of ail such of their credi
specting corporations was ample to protect
who have acquired their education and learn pinion of the Commissioners to render the the public.
Kennebunk, Feb. 8, 1841.
tors as shall become parties to the said as
ed to work, and other blind persons who further progress of the bank hazardous to the
signment, which may be found at the Store
Mr. True advocated the amendments.
PKIWTER’S NOTICE : !
of Robert F. Gerrish, in Kittery.
They were rejected—yeas 15, noes 4, and the
have a knowledge of some handicraft, but public.
The Bank has been cited to appear and bill was then passed to be engrossed.
-------- ooo-------JOHN L. LAWRENCE, ? . cannot obtain employment or carry on busi show
ROBERT F. GERRISH, $ Ass,anecscause why the injunction should not be
E regret to be under the necessity of
The Senate proceeded to the consideration
ness alone. Six hundred dollars have been made perpetual, and receivers appointed.
once more reminding our Country
Kittery, Jan. 6, 1841.
of the Resolutions from the House, on the
paid to blind persons for labor during the
subscribers that we are in want of Cash and
Boston Transcript.
subject of the Currency. The Resolves hav
DRUGS & HIEDICI1WES.
pastyear. Some work and receive all they
[The Newburyport Herald publishes a ing been once read, Messrs. Bennet, True Wood. We would now say lo them, that,
----- 0-0-0----earn over and above the cost of their board- statement of the condition of this bank on and Lane offered amendments which were unless they immediately attend to paying
UST received, at the MONUMENT
the balances due, their demands will be put
rejected.
others work by the week, the best workmen Saturday last, and cautions bill-holders aSHOP, a fresh supply of
Mr. Lane addressed the Senate in opposi in suit, without further notice. We shall re
receiving $3 per week and board. The arti gainst sacrificing its bills. There can be no tion to the Resolves until one o’clock when gret the necessity of resorting to such a
DRUGS & MEDICINES.
cles manufactured here are sold at the Depos doubt, it says, of their ultimate redemption.] he gave way for a motion to adjourn, and the course, and sincerely hope they will obviate
I have neither Rum, Gin or Brandy, to sell
it by immediate attention to this call.
Senate adjourned.
for a Medicine, and never keep it for any oth
itory, 152 Washington street, in Boston.
JAMES K. REMICH.
er use.
SAMUEL JORDAN.
The report gives a very interesting ac NOMINATIONS BY THE GOVERNOR.
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
Kennebunk, Jan. 30, 1841.
IN
HOUSE.
Isaac
Hodsdon,
Corinth,
Adj.
General.
count of the method of instruction in the inJanuary 28, 1841. $
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10.
John O’Brien, Thomaston, Warden of the
stitution and some important suggestions, in State Prison.
JVOTICJE.
Bill additional to establish the Portland,
regard to the management of blind children,
Simeon C. Whittier, Hallowell, Inspector Saco and Portsmouth Rail Road, was read a
Y the subscriber, two new SLEIGHS ;
KEG,—marked White Lead,—was left
third time.
for the benefit of the parents of such. Ap General of Pot and Pearl Ashes.
two second hand do. ; one second hand
at the Store of the subscribers, during
Mr. Dorrance, moved to amend by striking
Williams Emmons, Hallowell, Judge of
pended to the report is a very interesting pa
CHAISE ;one second hand GIG ; two second the past Fall, and the owner is requested to
out all after the enacting clause, and inser
Probate, Kennebec co.
per from the Director of the institution, in
WM. LORD & Co.
John Goodenow, Register of Probate, Ox ting a substitute for the bill which he propos hand HARNESSES;—all of which will be take it away.
sold on reasonable terms
Kennebunk, Jan. 30, 1841.
which he gives a detailed account of the ford co.
ed.
N. K. SARGENT.
Mr. Otis of St. George, then took the floor
John Godfrey, Bangor, Public Administra
mode of instruction and of the phenomena
TO TJ«
Kennebunk, Feb. 4,1841.
and
commenced
speaking
in
opposition
to
the
tor,
Penobscot
co.
- ------- 000-------which have been exhibited in the case of
bill. It being 1 o’clock, the House adjourned.
HEREBY
certify
that the Agent and
Laura Bridgman, a deaf, dumb and blind
•OTiCE.
Ordination.—Mr. Reuben Kimball was
child.
Driver of the “ Lot Peach Line" told me
-------- ooo-------A New Town Affair.—The inhabitants
ordained
pastor
of
the
Church
at
Kittery
It does one’s heart good to read reports of
HEREAS my wife, HANNAH AV in Boston, if 1 would take his stage, I should
of a town in Connecticut, it is said, have vo
the successful operation and bright prospects Point in this State on Wednsday last. Ser ted that, whereas the selling of rum is profit
ERILL WILSON, has this day left go to Bangor as cheap as the “ Union Des*pat(Ji7 Line" would carry me. Therefore, I
of institutions like that under consideration, mon by Rev. Mr. Holt of Portsmouth. Or able to the seller and unprofitable to the
my bed and board, without any sufficient
calculated as they are to alleviate human suf daining Prayer by Rev. Mr. Hobart of New town, the town will take the business into provocation, I hereby forbid all persons har took his Stage, and found when I got to Ban
fering, dispel mental and moral ignorance
then- own hands.—They accordingly appoint boring or trusting her, or either of my chil gor it cost me One Dollar and Fifty Cents
and to carry forward the great work of Chris castle. Charge by Rev. Mr. French,
ed a man to sell spirits for them—voted him dren, on my account, as I shall pay no debts more than the other line ask. I give this
tian philanthropy. They enlist the warmest
of any name or nature whatsoever of her or notice for the benefit of the public who travel
The New York Express says, rumor as a salary—ordered the selectmen to furnish i their contracting after this date.
sympathy and deepest interest of every wellon that route.
the rum, and directed the agent to register
DAVID LONGFELLOW.
wjsher to his race. Few there are who do signs to Mr. Ruggles a place in the Patent every man who bought the rum, and the
GEO. WILSON.
not bid them a hearty “ God speed.”
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 5,1841.
|I Augusta, Jan. 27, 1841.
Departmental Washington.
quantity bought.—Boston Post,
wim—!
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_,LE tqpHE HUMAN HAIR.—Where the heir-BRANDRETH’S
MOFFAT’S VI
1 JL is observed to be growing thin, nothing , - "■ ........
• rT
.LIFE MEDICINES.
| can he more preposterous than the use of oils, 1

PILLS.'THE RESURRECTION.
'

§

*’ '

OR

PERSIAN PILLSo

( Ff^HESE Medicines atte indebted for their i grease, or any fatty matter.
------- -ooo———i ,.L’ name to their manifest and sensible ac- lion can only be recotrunended through the Í cure in every form of the Osly O;
(t/^ln order that this valuable medicine
by MRS. Catharine h. esling.
l.tion in purifying lhe springs and channels of grossest ignorance, as they
■' - 1hasten
-------- the- r
-ri all
having
--------B ..the same origin,
„ . and inv ¡ably arise should not be counterfeited, we have a .plate
falliJ of'
life, and enduing them with renewed tone the hair, by increasing the relaxation of the from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of. al] disease,: representing a Persian scene, that is struck bn
A sigh for the leafless trees,
and vigor. In many hundred certified cases skin. When there is a harsh, dry or con -namely,.IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula each bill, one of which accompanies each box.
A sigh for the'lonely wood,
which have been made public, and in al tracted skin, and where the small blood ves tion of the BLOOD.
We deem it unnecessary to. publish a long list
And a swift career to the passing breeze.
In a period of little rnore than three years in
most every species of disease to which the sels which carry nourishment to the bulb are
■esioreu to
lu oa state
of °! Certificates, as they will neither add to nor
And its stormy breath so rude.
the
United
States,
they
have
restored
C~
‘
~
hutnan frame is liable, the happy effects of obstructed, then the oils, &c., may be good, heaZth and enjoymeht over ONE HUNDRED dimmish the virtues of this admirable comhealth and enjoyment over C”"
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX as they tend to relax the skin ; but alone, they THOUSAND
Thou art cmne. like a warrior brave,
persons, who were given over as pound.
BITTERS have been gratefully and public are of no avail. There must be «a stimulus, I incurable by physicians of the first rank and
To a battle jusl ;begu n ;
Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, EvAnd for trophies, thou hast brought the grave, ly acknowledged by the persons benefitted, to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and
and
in’many„ cases when
every
other ( ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
standing,
í
’
'
T
And a cold and chilling sun.
¿ind who were previously unacquainted with quicken the current of the blood.—Extract remedy had been resorted to in vain.
_ ( tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
the beautifully philosophical principles upon j from Clirehugh's Treatise on the hair.
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it the public, as certified to by Physicians and
See the stricken leaves look down
which
they
are
compounded,
and
upon
' From the topmost branch to thee,
The Balm of Columbia is lhe only prepara be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or others.—Let none condemn them until they
which they consequently act.
And they wither al thy angry frown,
tion that can have that effect, being entirely pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu have tried them, and then we are certain
The LIFE MEDICINES recommend free from any oily substance. Its positive tional or from some immediate cause, whether they wifi not.
For it is their destiny.
it be from internal or external injury, it will be
themselves in diseases of every form and des qualities are as follows :
It is now a settled point with all who have
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
Like a monarch in his might,
cription. Their first operation is to loosen
used
the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
1st—For infants, keeping the head free
This great principle of “ PURGING” in
from the coats of the stomach and bowels, from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
Thou hast put the routed ranks to flight,
lhe various impurities and crudities constant- of hair.
found much more convenient to take an occa ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet
And hast made the vassals yield.
ly settling around them ; and to remove the
2d—For ladies after child-birth, restoring sional dose of Haifa dozen Pills, and be always been used in America. If every family could
hardened lieces which collect in the convu- the skin to its natural strength and firmness, well, than to send tor a Dpctor and be bled, become acquainted with their Sovereign pow
And how proudly o’er the slain
lutions of the smallest intestines. Other med and preventing the falling out of lhe hair.
Do thy giant footsteps tread ;
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that er over disease, they would keep them and
icines only partially cleanse these, and leave
But vaunt not thou, for thy tyrant reign
3d — For any person recovering from any if ÿbu aré not killed, you will be sure to have be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
Is over the feeble dead.
such collected masses behind as to produce debility the same effect is produced.
months of miserable weakness, and the only one on the first appearance of disease, and then
habitual costiveness, with all its train of evils,
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the how much distress would be avoided and
4th—If used in infancy till a good growth difference
Away on thy wings of pride,
between the appearance of those, two money saved, as well as lhe lives of thousands
or sudden diarrhoea, with its imminent dan is started, it may be preserved by attention to
Thou hoary and aged king,
persons—one has been treated by your regular
gers. This fact is well known to all regular the latest period of life.
who are hurried out of time by neglecting
For thy white locks may not long abide
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated be
anatomists, who examine the human bowels
Where thou now art journeying.
5th— It frees the head from dandruff, is, see how the shadow of death , throws his disease in its first stages, or by not being in
alter death ; hence the prejudice of those strengthens lhe roots, imparts health and vig
solitary glance from his emaciated- countenance, possession of a remedy which they can place
well informed men against quack medicines our to the circulation, and prevents the hail' see
Then sigh for the leafless trees,
how he trembles in every limb ; his eyqs^ dependence upon.
And sigh for the lonely wood,
—or medicines prepared and heralded to the from changing colour or getting gray.
({j^AII who wish to guard against sickness,
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution',
And a swift career to the passing breeze,
public by ignorant persons, The second ef6th —It causes the hair to curl beautifully perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how should use the PERSIAN PILLé freely,
With its stormy breath so rude.
feet of-the Life Medicines is to cleanse the when done up in it over night.
the Doctor arrogates to himself credff.
He when iteeded ; no injury can ensue, if used
kidneys and the bladder, and by this means,
£f^No ladies’toilet should ever be made says, li most inveterate case of Liver com from youth to old age, when taken according
the
liver
and
the
lungs,
the
healthful
action
plaint”—-“ nothing but the most energetic reme to the directions.
COUGHS, «©
of which entirely depends upon the regular without it.
dies saved' him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
and ali diseases ortiie Aungs. ity of the urinary organs. The blood, which 7th—Children yvho have by any means con Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, O^Call for lhe bill that accompanies each
tracted vermin in the head, are immediately better say.—So to save life you must half poison box in all cases.
------- 000------takes its red color,from the agency of the liv
TOeor
FgHHE' VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL- er and lungs.before it passes into lhe heart, and perfectly cured of them by its use. It is with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
infallible.
fi SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis sian Pills.—Thesp pills raise from lhe great
being
thus
purified
by
them,
and
nourished
A CASE .IN POINT.—1 had unfortunate erable the sad remainder of his existence ; this Is est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
popular Medicine ever known in America, for
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, by food coming From a clean stomach, cours ly lost nearly all the hair from the lop of my called curing.' Shocking folly ! :
of strength^ health and happiness. The
es
freely
through
the
veins,
renews
every
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of
head, when 1 commenced the use of the
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—-the name of these pills originated from the cir
part of the system, and triumphantly mounts Balm of Columbia, and have, by the use of man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver cumstance of lhe medicine being found only
every kind,
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been the banner of hefllth m the blooming cheek. two bottles, had my head covered with a fine Complaint—he has lhe firm, elastic tread of
the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable
very extensively used for about twelve years ;
Moffat’s. Vegetable Life Medicines have growth of hair. There can be no mistake in conscious strength, his countenance is clear in
production being of a peculiar kind, led to
and its reputation has befen constantly increasing. been thoroughly tested, and pronounced a
and
serene,
bis
eye
is
full
and
sparkling
with
Sb universally popular has this article become sovereign remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, the matter, as any of my friends can see by the feeling of new life and animation ; he has experiments as to its medical qualities and
. that it may now be considered as a standard arti Palpitation of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, calling on me. I had also become quite gray, been confined a few days to his bed, but he us virtues. In hall a.century it became an es
cle in a large part of the United States and Brit Heartburn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill- but had the gray hairs plucked out, and it has ! ed nothing but the true Brakdretu Pills, and tablished medicine for the diseases of that
grown in, as the Balm says, of the natural soon rose without any injury being sustained country. The extract of this singular pro
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
by them, considering it the most safe as well as temper, Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, colour. If any body doubts these facts, let by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in duction was introduced into some parts of
certain remedy for the above complaints. The Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all them call upon me and see. 1 boüght the a weak state he will be stronger, after he has Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
Proprietors .have, received, and are receiving kinds, Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all Balm of Comstock & Co., 2 Fletcher-street. entirely recovered the attack : because his celebrated physicians in curing ceriain dis
numerous recommendations from many of our kinds, Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Con
A. R1NDGE. _ blood and fluids have become purified, and hav eases, where all other medicines had been us
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac sumption, Scurvy, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores,
No. 19 Coenlies Slip, Agent of Detroit ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the ed in vain. Early in thé year 1792, the
tice. The nam.es of a few individuals who have Scorbutic Eruptions and Bad Complexions,
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne extract was combined with a certain vegeta
Line. New-York, Nov. 9.
given their testimony in favor of this article are Eruptive Complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and
A young gentleman of 388 South Market- down by useless particles, but has renewed his ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in
here subjoined, and for a mure full account see other Disagreeable complexions, Salt Rheum,
st., Albany, had very coarse, stiff, and straight life and body both.
the envelope to the bottle..
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
Erysipelas, Common Colds and Influenza, hair, all of which he lost by its falling out.
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de admirable effect of this compound upon the
Doct. Amory Hunting, | Doct, Samuel Morrill, and various other cotn|ffaints which afflict
“ Timothy Baylies, the human frame. In Fever and Ague, par He has used 2 bottles of Balm of Columbia cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and human system, led physicians and families
“ Truman Abell,
from Comstock
Co., and now has a full
its general use. Their long established
“ Thoiiiaa Brown,
ticularly, the Life Medicines have been most flowing crop of very long, fine hair, which corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors, into
Albert Guild.
“ William Perry,
eminently successful ; so much so that in the curls most beautifully I His father, whois which cause disease—they impede the func character, their universal and healing virtues,
tions of the liver when they settle upon that thealetergent and cleansing qualities of their
’AN INTERESTING CASE.
Fever and Ague districts, Physicians almost one of the most respectable citizens of that organ,
and which, when they settle upon the specifical action upon the glandular part of
Extract'd’ a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, universally prescribe them.
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the the system, are such as will sustain their rep
city, is referred to for the fact.
Ulster County, N.
to the proprietors :
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients
O^THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro- utation and general use in lhe American Re
: Yours of ’ thu fflh insl. was duly received. A
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable is to be particular in taking the Life Medi phia has certified tinder seal of lhe city to duee consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos- public. .
It the character of several divines, physicians, tiveness ; oi\upon the lining of the blood ves
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of cines strictly according to the directions.
1835.. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a is pot by a newspaper notice, or by any thing and gentlemen of high standing who declare sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the . train
loflg time with the consumption. His physician he himself may say in their favour, that he positively under their own hands (all of of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
Messrs. E. Chase &/• Co. : — Gents. — Hearing
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the re which may be seen at the Office) that the balm all who behold them.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is much said about the extraordinary effects of the
be. unable to help himself, and was raising a sults of a fair trial.
of
Columbia
is
not
only
a
certain
preserv

the true cure for all these complaints, and eve Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
large quantity of blood, when he commenced
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL, de
using the Balsam, which effected ácompleté cure signed as a Domestic Guide to Health. This ative, but positively a restorative of the human ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
and he isYiow as hale'and hearty as ever he was. little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it trial oi them. My wife was at that time the
is extending itself ; far and wide it is becoming mother of five children, and had suffered the
dispute, or who go bald ?
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
Broadway, New York, has been published
most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
BEWARE ! !—Some counterfeiters have known, and more and more appreciated.
has promised me a more detailed account of his
for
the
purpose
of
explaining
more
fully
Mr.
The cure by purging may more depend up after her confinement of each. She had tried
case, which-I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found be purchased or used unless it have the piame on the laws which produce sweetness or purity every means and taken much medicine, but
Kingston, N. Y. June 25,1838. rt
highly interesting to persons seeking health. of Comstock
Argyle, Nova Scotia
Co. on a splendid wrapper. than may be generally imagined. Whatever found little or no relief. — She commenced taking
•n the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized It treats upon prevalent diseases and the This is the only exiernal test that will secure tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because the Persian Pilis about three months before her
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity confinement, (her health being very poor about
with a violent cough which continued two or causes thereof. Price 25 cents—for sale by lhe public from deception.
this length of time previous) and soon after was
of constant exercise is seen.
three months My cough was so severe that I Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
When constant exercise cannot be used enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours1
For sale by
D. REMICH.
September 26, 1840.
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of mother to her family until her confinement. At
during the flight, and 1 was much reduced in
WINTER.

flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable
Pulmonary Balsam, which he wcJutld not sell.
He however loaned it to me till 1 could procure
him another. I experienced immediate relief
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENÓNL
Dec. 17, 183'8.
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Opening MEDiciNE is ABSOLUTELY required. the time she commenced

taking the Persian

Till SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUI- Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
A NEW VOLUME COMMENCING SATURDAY, JAN »
NAR1AN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS. of life, are Kept free from thflsfl impurities flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in which would prevent its steady current minis vere
UARY 2, 1841.
health. Thus, morbid humors are pre removed before using half a box. It is with
the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they tering
TJESIDES the usual variety on the sub- are presented to the public on their own mer vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na great confidence that we advise all those about
jects of Agriculture, Horticulture, Ru its alone, and his only wish is to have their ture which is thus assisted through the means to become mothers, to make use of the Persian
Pills. All those that have taken them in our
ral and Do;raestic Economy, Useful Arts, and claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in Now York neighborhood have got along in the same easy
Miscellaneous Reading, the Farmer will con- test of intelligent experience.
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276 manner, and are about house in a few days.
There does not appear to be half the danger of
COUNTERFEITS,
BEWARF. OF IMPOSITION I
A gentleman stopping at the Astor House Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
MONTHLY
AGRICULTURAL
REPORTS
other difficulties setting in after confinement
Philadelphia, ^ North Eight Street.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue
N. Y., writes thus :
where these Pills are taken.— We unitedly say,
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson from different sections of the country, show
Baltimore. 80 South Charles Street.
New York, April 9th, 1839.
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU ing the supply, demand, and price of agricul
7b Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by
reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
INE.
:•
tural produce, the state of the market, the the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguinatruly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
{¿FThe outside Yellow Label will have, on
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured
prospect
of
crops,
that
farmers,
dealers
and
males carl easily procure which bids-to lessen the
and after December 4839, in addition to that of
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
/
of a complication of bilious complaints with
world of suffering, which many of them have to
Sampson Reed., the signature of Wm.,John Cut consumers may" learn the prospect for future
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
which
1
had
been
afflicted
for
between
two
prices, and have some data by which to
bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
ler, one of his partners.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-3 Market street.
which otherwise would be lost.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo judge when and how it is proper to sell and and three years, it is with feelings of heart
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
felt gratitude that I now address you to ac
nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to buy.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
This new feature will render the Farmer quaint you of the fact. 1 had consulted sev Montreal, 63 No.tre Dame.
introduce spurious articles, which by partially
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
assbming the name of the genuine, are calcula highly valuable to Dealers and Consumers as eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of
KK How to be secure from Counterfeit PzTZs ticulars, see subscribers.
S< ROBERTS,
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among well as to Farmers, as no other paper in the Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but purporting to be Braadreth's Pills.
A. O. ROBERTS.
these mixtures are the “ American* Pulmonary country contains Information of this kind.
Never purchase without being positively sure
all to no purpose •; in fact I continually grew
Certificates can be procured by calling up
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr
Postmasters are authorized agents. So is more feeble and emaciated—-my usual weight that the person selfing has an Engraved cer on the agents in the villages, who have a large
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com
tificate
of
Agency,
and
XFobserve
it
has
been
when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc
bill containing a treatise on most diseases,
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur any other person who will forward names
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit renewed ; no Certificate being' any guarantee their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui
chasers should enquire for the true article by its with the money. The sixth copy gratis to
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was holder are genuine.
CHARLES P. BOSSON.
tously.
E. W. CA PRON & Co.,
whole name — THE VEGETABLE PULMO agents.
at last confined to my room and most of the
Boston, Jan. 2.
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
Agents for Vi. and New-Hampshire,
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
time
to
ray
bed.
While
in
this
appalling
and signatures of the genuine.
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling to whom all orders must be addressed (post
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your Agent in Maine—or by ordering from nry paid) Rochester, N. Y.
Each bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable Hr&TUM’S GRAM»
B.
R.
Pills,
being
answered
in
the
negative
Pulmonary Balsam.”
Principal New England Office,
For sale by the following Agents ;
STOBATIVE.
O’On’e more Counterfeit, besides the
he recommended them to me, having him
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
-------- ooo-------“ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands self been restored by their use from a some
Wells, Seth Hatch.
above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
unrivalled for the following complaints, what similar, though less aggravated compli JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
deceive' the public by a spurious mixture called
cation
of
diseases.
I
immediately
sent
to
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
S.
IL
Gotdd
;
viz :~Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv
August 6, 1840.
“Vegetable Pulrnonary Balsam/’ sometimes
your central office, procured a box, and be
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
(¿T* MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINESing
partially
relieved
by
their
use,
purchased
and
Se'leucus
Adams
;
L&e—said to be prepared by an unprincipled tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
Lyman, William Huntress;
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures two boxes more; and now, although scarce
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
a way to resemble the genuine signature, apd is pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; yearly, for several years, and having estab
a most foul .attempt to deceive the public and and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness, taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
avtiid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. have entirely recovered my former health
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
For sale by REED, WING; & CUTLER,
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
periority over all other specifics for human
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
Its
virtues
surpass
any
thing
heretofore
known
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen
maladies, as the published testimony of hun
Berwick, J. S. T.- Cushing ;
in
removing
St.
Vitus
’
Dancer;
two
bottles
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat
boxes which I intend to take to my residence
dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
North
Berwick,
Sheldon
Hobbs
;
have
been
known
to
cure
this
afflicting
dis

ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
Weils, Joseph Wilson ;
try merchants generally in New.England, and in ease after having baffled every exertion for
think
I can safely venture to travel.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
four
years.
—
It
has
a
most
powerful
influence,
the principal places throughout the United States
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.
malady they may, whether it is better to con
Spear ;
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis
For sale by
ant to take, and so easy inHts operation that
ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
DANIEL REMICH.
it may be administered to the infant with T^R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat- man ;
JLr ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plas
his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
York, Alexander Dennett;
September 4,1840.
safety.
ter.—These plasters have been used through
to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
out
the
greatest
part
ot
Europe
and
have
been
thinks
there
can
be
but
one
answer
to
this
Buxton,
C..
M.
Merrill,
P.
M.
;
School Books, Stationery,
DANIEL REMICH.
found to be far more efficacious than any
question—and that answer an immediate ap
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden;
^C. &■€. ^C.
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at other plaster, ever offered to the publip for the
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
--- --- -OOO----- —
the lowest wholesale prices.
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side,
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, DOTES to be obtained at his principal of
WHOLESALE
RETAIL.
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;”
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer
--------ooo-——MTICjE,
matism, &e. &c.
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo ous agencies.
(j^These valuable Medicines are for sale
Price 25 ejects each.
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
rjlHE subscriber having contracted with
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
Ip
AS constantly on hand, for sale, a large A the towtrof Wells for the support of
TriT
TAS
Cornish, John McLellan ;
August 6, 1840.
li.
.SA assortment of SCHOOL BOOKS,
BO
Limington, James McArthur;
the poor of said town, for one year commen spread and' need only be applied to the parts
■comprising every kind used in the Schools cing in September last, and having made am affected.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
and Academies in this vicinity.
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
fou aaûUo
ple provision for their maintenance, forbids
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
--ALSO—■
------ ------- 0Ö0Buxton, T. Bolles ;
all persons harboring or trusting them on his
&
Thurston,
East
:
Thomaston,
Me.
by
whom
Almost'-every article in the STATIONE account or on account of the town, as he will
oston almanac for
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
RY line usually enquired for, comprising an pay no bills for their Support.
Cultivator’s “
“
Acton., Wm. Evans.
’
«
tended to. For sale, also, by the following
extensive assortment of Paper, Quills, Metal
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
Brown’s (with memorandum)“
ENOCH GOODALE.
K
Agents
Kennebunk,
Daniel
Remich,
Alex

lic Pens, ink, Inkpowder, Inkstands, Wafers,
241
Broadway,
N.
Y
.
Thomas
’
Fanner
’
s
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
ll
ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells,
May, 1839.
Sealing-Wax, Desk Stamps, Folders, &c. &c.
Temperance
U
Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo.
—ALSO —
Miniature
€1 M B r> s H
ii
E. Baker ; York, J. Brooks and George M.
Cutlery—Pocket, Pen and Jack Knives,
------- OOO—------ PIPER I
People’s
u
a
in great variety—Razors—Fine Scissors, large JpNAMELLED VISITING CARDS— Freeman.
--- _ ooo---- —•
Crockett’s
is
«
eply
and small sizes.
August 21,1840.
plain and embossed ;
CASE low priced ruled Writing and Let- Comic
<c
Low priced Spectacles—German Silver Card Cases ; Conversation Cards.
JL ter PAPER, for sale by
Old American Comic
and Steel bows.
D. REMICH.
For sale by
For .sale by
D, REMICH.
DANIEL REMICH.
O AND PAPER—-a good article—for sale
Kennebunk, Feb. 10,1841.
Kennebunk^ Jan. 1,1841.
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.
Kennebunk, Feb. 4,1841,
M low, by
D. REMICH.
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